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SURVEY QUESTIONS
Drag the statements below to reorder them. In order of priority, please rank the themes you believe are
most important for this Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria to consider:
Education, Public health, Accessing and using cannabis, Criminal activity, Social impacts, Mental health, Public safety, Young people and children
What best describes your interest in our Inquiry? (select all that apply) :
Individual
Are there any additional themes we should consider?
YOUR SUBMISSION
I note that Children and Young people are mentioned a lot as a cause for concern in tyerms of considering
chnages to the law regarding marijuana usage.
I find that hypocritical - for personal use marijuana should be treated exactly like alcohol - it is something
adults can enjoy albeit without the violent and dangerous outcomes of alcohol.
Of course children and young adults should be taught about the medicinal use of CBD and also the wide
range of uses of hemp across all industries.
I feel extremely strongly about legalisation as I have had to buy my marijuana from criminals whom have
tried to upsell me to ice/speed etc. With it being illegal to grow which is absolutely ridiculous [and makes
you a target for buglaries] I was also unable to choose how ‘strong’ the marijuana was so of course the bikies made it extremely strong with rumours it is even sprayed with flyspray - I am merely trying to cope with
pain from Ankyolising Spondalitis and also not wanting to drink alcohol to relax as work is stressful.
To think that my children might be upsold to ice in the future for wanting something as harmless as a happy
relaxant is petrifying.
To not be able to grow my own is disgraceful - instead the current situation keeps evil people and gangs on
the streets.
To have a Docotor look me in the eye and say I cannot discuss this or help you is abominable.
Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
just do it. But please do not sell licenses to grow - this will become just another stream for big money to ruin
everything. Allow people to grow it personally. The gov should grow for medicinal. Like in spain - allow clubs
for locals enjoyment https://www.leafly.com/news/lifestyle/strange-world-of-cannabis-clubs-barcelona
Select all that apply.
Do you think there should there be restrictions on the use of cannabis? :
Personal use of cannabis should be legal. Sale of cannabis should be legal and regulated. Cultivation of cannabis for personal use should be legal.
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